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Medad Card Application

Main Additional Type of the Card 
 

Medad Control Internet Card Travel Card Preferable Design 

Information about the applicant  

The applicant is the person committed to paying all fees and may be different from the user/owner of the card. 

 Current account No ..............................................................

...................................................

...................................................................

.................................

Name of the Applicant  

............................. Mobile  Phone....../........../............. Expiry date  National ID/Passport 

Ordinary *InstantMechanism of receiving the card  

Personal Information

Name in Arabic / English  

Family GrandfatherFatherFirst Name

 

Name on the Card, in English 

 Male     Female    Gender......../........../.................. Date of Birth 

ID Details 

    

..................................................................................

..................................................................................ID Number

Other (Specify)    .....................................................................

......../........../..................Expiry Date

Nationality  

Educational Level Marital Status 

 University  Single Married Widower Higher Studies

High School  Intermediate School 

Diploma

Elementary School Other (Specify)  ......................................... 

  Leased  
 

 

Owned

Provided by Employer  

Installment

Other (Specify)  ............................................

   Housing Address 

   
   

City ............................................................ 

City .......................................................................................... 

Home Phone ................................................ 

Quarter ...................................................

Mobile ..................................................... 

Street  .......................................................................................

City ............................................................ Quarter ................................................... Street  .................................................

E-mail ........................................................................................ 

Mailing Address

 P.O. Box .....................................................    Postal Code ...............................................  

WASEL Address

 Building No. ...............................................    Street ...................................................... Quarter ................................................. 

 City ..........................................................  Postal Code ............................................... Additional No. ........................................  Unit No. .................... 
  

Employer Information  
  

Unemployed Military   Private 

Business Owner  

Government

Self Employed Retired 

Semi - Government

Student Housewife 

Position ....................................................................Employer ................................................................................

Salary .....................................................................................   Date of Joining .........../............/.................... 

 Office Address  

  Building No. ................

 Authorization and approval of the applicant 
  

Signature of the Application For Bank Usage Only

Employee ID ................................................. Branch Name ........................................................

The Signature is confirmed and the Application accepted

Date ......./......../........Signature ................................ Employee Name ....................................... 

*   Extra Charges

.................................................... .............................................................................................................. ..............................................................

Apartment VillaFloor 

Type of Residence

I hereby vouch of the truthfulness of the aforementioned data in this application and my commitment to the aforementioned terms and conditions. In addition, I acknowledge that the bank is 
not responsible from any damage or labiality resulted from the invalidity of this data I also authorize Bank AlBilad to check these data from any chosen source in addition to the bank’s right to 
exchange data with other banks and the Saudi company for Credentials Information (simah). Accordingly, I acknowledge that the bank can accept or refuse this application without giving any 
reasons and I also authorize the bank to deduct all due fees in the issuance of the cards and any other fees from my account as shown.



  Example on calculation the Optional Issuer Fee 

Medad Card Terms and Conditions
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ControlInternet / Travel cardFees

SAR 150Annual fees of the main card

SAR 150Annual fees of the additional card

SAR 50Fees of issuing a replacement card

FreeCash withdrawal fees “ On BAB ATM “

SAR 25Cash withdrawal fees “ On Other Banks ATM “

SAR 50Transaction Dispute

2.3%

SAR 100

SAR 100

SAR 50

SAR 25

SAR 50

SAR 50

2.3% Optional Issuer Fees (OIF) for any transaction other than Saudi Riyal.

Amount Due Exchange rate  Account in SAR Optional Issuer Fee 2.3% Amount Due  
      

SAR 4,073.6 =91.6+3,9823,982 *2.3%= 91.6 SARSAR 3,982SAR/EUR 3.9821,000 EUR

The annual fees for the main and additional cards (renewal and issue) are indivisable and unrecoverable by the card owner, but can be modified by the bank as a future date.

The bank is entitled to change these fees from time to time provided they notify the owner of the card 30 days before the date of claiming the annual fees or renewal fees by one of the of the following 
means: the bank’s website, SMS, or registered post address for the bank’s card center.

Medad Card & Renewal

Initially the card will be active for 3 years after the date of issuance unless the card holder of the bank did not cancel it with written notification sent 30 days before date of cancellation

Paying for all the dues and statement of account 

√ The client can verify the details of all transactions from the bank’s website. In case there is an objection to any transaction, the owner shall notify the card center within ( 15 ) days.

√ The bank is entitled to automatically deduct any or all financial transactions of the owner of the main card or the additional card. In this case any deduction can be made from any current account or 
investment account that belongs to the applicant or any monies or deposits that belong to the applicant without need to notify or to ask for permission from any judicial authority. There shall be no 
right of appeal in the event of any such deduction made, for whatever reason. Failure to pay any due amount that are prescribed time for one month will constitute an event of default. As a 
consequence, the name of the Cardholder shall be included in the defaulting customers list with SIMAH, which all other banks in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia could access. The Cardholder’s name shall 
only be removed from the above list upon full payment of outstanding amounts.

√ Any foreign currency transactions other than US Dollar will be converted initially to US Dollar and then to Saudi Riyal according to the exchange rates that equals 3.78 SAR for each 1 USD. The due 
amount will be billed to customer in Saudi Riyal, after adding the OIF. The card owner is accountable for all currencies differences resulted from the exchange rates.

√ Any US Dollar currency transaction will be converted to Saudi Riyal according to the exchange rates that equals 3.78 SAR for each 1 USD and the due amount will be billed to customer in Saudi Riyal.

Additional Card

√ The additional Card was issued by the bank according to the same Terms and Conditions as for the main Card. It shall not be treated as a separate or individual card and its financial transactions shall 
be deducted from the account of the owner.

Termination of the Card

√ The Bank has the right to terminate the card before the expiry of its original or renewed validity period in the event that the owner has not fully completed with all the Terms and Conditions or by reason 
of the card misuse or any other reasons.

√ Upon the termination of the card in previous aforementioned cases, all the unpaid amounts and the financial transactions shall be due including the due fees for issuance, renewal , re-issuance or the 
issuance of an alternative card and any fees for using the card.

Loss of the Card

In the event of that the card had been lost or stolen, the owner of the card shall be committed to immediately call the call center. The owner of the card will bear full responsibility for all consequential 
(amounts and loses) from the time of losing the card until the time of reporting the card loss.

Bank Irresponsibility

The bank shall not bear any responsibility or commitment towards any third party in the event that the owner sues his card. The owner of the card is not entitled to ask for a deduction of such costs to be 
cancelled from his account in the vent that the specifications of the merchandise are different.

Modifying the Conditions

The Bank reserves the right, at its sole discretion, at any time or times to vary and/or amended any of these Terms and Conditions, taking into consideration the requirements of the relevant laws and 
regulations regarding the declaration and announcement of the amended conditions.

The client admits the following 

√ That using the card depends on the credit in his account, and that the owner of the card shall not be able to use the card when there is insufficient credit in his account. The owner of the card shall 
not be entitled to exceed the credit limit and he shall be committed to repay all amounts that exceed credit limit and the bank is entitled to terminate the card if the credit limit is exceeded. In which 
case the card owner shall be fully responsible for any consequences of using the main card or the additional card in contravention of these terms.

√ That (in case of using the card) the bank shall be entitled to deduct the value of the merchandise or the services or any withdrawn cash from the credit in the card owner’s account and that the bank 
shall not be responsible if the card owner’s credit level is insufficient to pay for merchandise or services or because the card was not accepted at the sale point.

√ That all the personal data and information are complete and correct and that the card owner shall inform the bank in the event of any change of contact details including the change of the current 
address, phone numbers, mobile number or e-mail (if any), and that not informing the bank of such change shall lead to the termination of the card. The owner of the card admits that his notification 
by the bank shall be considered regular and systematic.

√ Upon signing these Terms and Conditions or after receiving a copy of them and activating the card, the card owner admits that he is aware of all aforesaid Terms and Conditions and that he accept 
them in fully compliance.

√ The owner is not allowed to use Medad Card in banned stores and commodities because in such cases the card will be stopped.

Terms and Conditions of Issuing the Card:

Use of the card shall be according to the following Terms and Conditions:

Fees:

The applicant commits to pay all the fees or costs of issuing or renewing the card, and he authorizes the bank to deduct these fees automatically from his current account or from the account of the card. 
As shown in the following table:


